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CN and CNWX
Cylindrical Four-Bay
Grain Hoppers
4,550-cu.-ft. cars built by Marine Industries Ltd.
by Ian Cranstone, Al Lill, Don McQueen and Darrell Sawyer

B

eginning in 1965, the cylindrical
covered hopper was introduced to
CN, and rapidly became the standard
Canadian design to supplement and eventually replace single-sheathed and all-steel
box cars in grain service. Produced in
various capacities ranging from 3,800 to
4,550 cu. ft., these cars were built in large
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numbers for most Canadian railways and
private/government car operators.
		 During the early 1970s a major shortage of grain cars developed in Canada.
Railways were reluctant to invest in new
cars, given the artificially low rate for
moving grain in Canada, and as a result
the Canadian government stepped in to
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provide the desperately needed grain cars
under the mantle of the Canadian Wheat
Board. Cars with reporting marks CNWX
were assigned to service on Canadian
National, those with CPWX reporting
marks were assigned to Canadian Pacific,
and they rarely wandered from their
assigned road.
© CN LINES

left CN 382626, built in August 1981 by
MIL, was spotted on the Goderich-Exeter
Railway at Top Notch Feeds in Seaforth, Ont.,
on March 27, 1989. Note the weathering of
this car’s original CN paint scheme, less than
eight years after being built. —Don McQueen
above CNWX 111597, at Stratford, Ont., in
February 1989, was built in August 1985 by
MIL. —Bruce Douglas; Don McQueen Collection

Shown in 2009, CNWX 396800 is a
weathered example of the Canadian Wheat
Board salmon-and-yellow paint scheme that
was applied to cylindrical cars from all three
major Canadian builders. —Don McQueen

right

		 CN also had many similar cars of
its own, produced by all three major
Canadian freight-car builders: HawkerSiddeley (HST), Marine Industries Ltd.
(MIL) and National Steel Car (NSC). In
addition, both MIL and NSC built slightly larger 4,650-cu.-ft. versions, which was
the minimum size considered necessary by
U.S. operators.
		 Cylindrical hopper cars built for grain
service had trough hatches spanning the
length of the body top. Otherwise similar
cars designed for potash service had a
series of round hatches spaced along the
car’s length.
		 In this article we will focus on the
4,550-cu.-ft. cars built by MIL for grain
service with CN and CNWX reporting
marks. These are the prototypes for models to be produced by North American
Railcar Corporation for Pacific Western
Rail Systems in both HO and N scales,
including one decorated for the CNRHA
— our first-ever “club car.”
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Canadian Wheat Board/
Government of Canada
		 All three Canadian builders were
involved in producing a fairly standardized 100-ton cylindrical car, which has
become synonymous with Canadian grain
movements.
		 Cars of this design were bought by the
Canadian Wheat Board and Government
of Canada with CNWX reporting marks.
This fleet was managed by the Canadian
Wheat Board (1/1973-10/2016), and
more recently by G3 Canada Limited
(2017-present).
		 Ownership of CNWX cars was transferred to CN circa 2003, with the cars
added to the CN listing in the April 2003
issue of the Official Railway Equipment
Register. Reporting marks were changed
to CN by simply painting out the “WX”.
ORER listings show CNWX cars gradually being transferred, and by 2014 this
program was essentially complete, with
only CNWX 100927 still listed after that

date. A similar transfer of CPWX cars
to CP reporting marks took place at the
same time.
CNWX 1xxxxx series
		 Marine Industries Limited built several lots of cylindrical cars in the CNWX
1xxxxx series between late 1972 and 1985:
CNWX 100000 -100499, built 12/72 - 3/73,
in service 1/73 - 7/14; renumbered CN
100002 -100499 beginning in 2003.
CNWX 101286 -101299, built 9/81, in service
1/82 -10/08; renumbered CN 101286101299 between 2003 and 2008.
CNWX 109450 -109552, built 10 -11/82, in
service 10/82 -10/12; renumbered CN
109450-109552 between 2003 and 2012.
CNWX 110317 -110329, built /83 -1/84, in
service 10/83 -10/12; renumbered CN
110317 -110329 between 2003 and 2012.
CNWX 111520 -111643, built 8/85, in service 10/85 -10/12; renumbered CN
111520 -111643 beginning in 2003.
CNWX 111644 -111868, built 9 -10/85, in
service 1/86 -10/12; renumbered CN
111644 -111868 beginning in 2003.
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CNWX 396800-396999
		 These 4,550-cu.-ft cylindrical hopper
cars were built by MIL in February 1980:
CNWX 396800 - 396999, built 2/80, in service 1/81- 7/12; renumbered CN 396800396999 beginning in 2003.

CN 382000-382699
		 CN cars in series 382000-382699 were
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built by Marine Industries as Lot 204-A
between March and September 1981.
They were the last cylindrical cars to be
purchased new by CN, although the railway continued to acquire cylindrical cars
from the used market.
		 Designed for grain service, these 4,550cu.-ft. cars were equipped with a continuous
trough hatch, and were gravity self-clearing
with Togglelock discharge gates. These cars

were 59' in overall length, and 47' 11"
between the end bulkheads, constructed
with four bays and discharge outlets.
		 During the 1980s, 54 of these cars
were modified to also permit pneumatic
unloading by applying additional outlets
to the sides of the discharge bays, and
presumably assigned to specific leases.
These cars were renumbered as follows at
the time of their conversion: CN 380600-
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CN 382023 was built by Marine Industries in March 1981 and is
shown at London East, Ont., on January 9, 1983, with its original paint scheme still in
near-pristine condition. Note the MIL decal near the left end of the side sill. —Don McQueen

facing page, top

facing page, bottom Diagram for CN 382000 - 699 series cylindrical hoppers as built by
Marine Industries in 1981. —CNRHA; Stafford Swain Collection

CN 380642 was one of 54 cars in the 382000 - 699 series that were renumbered
after installation of pneumatic discharge-gate valves in 1984. This car initially kept its original
grey-and-red paint scheme. After 1996, some of these cars (for example, CN 380639) were
repainted in grey with black lettering and a large black CN symbol. —Ian Cranstone Collection

above

below CN 382628, shown at Capreol, Ont., on August 29, 1991, was painted at
Transcona (PU) in June 1991 in white and red with bilingual “RAIL – The Environmental
Mode / Le Train – Le mode écologique” graphics. —Peter Mumby; Don McQueen Collection
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380628 were converted in 1982‑83, followed by CN 380629-380643 in 1984
and CN 380800-380809 in 1988.
		 Today, as these cars near their 40th
year in service, about half remain, and at
least some will likely continue to serve to
mandatory retirement when they achieve
50 years of age in 2031.
Paint and lettering
		 The original cylindrical cars were added
to the roster not long after CN’s image
change of the early 1960s, and showed
well in the simple colours and bold graph-
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left The “B” end of CN 382299 (built by
MIL in May 1981) on September 1, 1990,
at London East, Ont. The car appears to be
still in its original paint. —Don McQueen
middle left CN 382060, on May 6, 2009,
at Komoka Ont., with a large black CN
symbol on a grey carbody. —Don McQueen
bottom left CN 382402, shown on April
2, 2009, at Tunks Lane, Komoka, Ont.,
has a well-weathered “economy” paint
scheme with very little lettering and minimal
evidence of its CN symbol. —Don McQueen

ics of the era. Their original paint scheme
consisted of CN’s standard grey as a background colour, with red lettering and a
large CN symbol. However, given their
long service life, new schemes were introduced as the cars were repainted.
		 Cars repainted through late 1990 continued to receive the as-built scheme, and
are most easily spotted as repaints by the
loss of the MIL builder’s decal placed on
the side sill.
		 Sometime between August and November of 1990, the cars’ base colour
was changed from grey to white and
this scheme would be standard through
1996 – although cars repainted in the
second half of 1991 (June through
November) were given bold “Rail – The
Environmental Mode” bilingual lettering
and graphics.
14
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		 By early 1997, the base colour was
again grey, but all lettering and the large
CN logo were now applied in black
instead of the traditional red.
		 Following introduction of the www.cn.ca
image, the paint scheme evolved again,
with a small CN logo placed above the
www.cn.ca lettering. We have included
photos of these cars in both a modern version of CN’s red/brown colour with white
lettering, and also in CN grey with black
lettering, however, specifics of when these
schemes were first applied, or changed (or
even concurrent) are not known. There
also appear to be variations in the grey
tones in photos, which may reflect different shades or the effects of lighting and
weathering.
Volume 20, Number 2

top

Well-weathered CN 382634 at Wesleyville, Ont., in October 2015.

—Don McQueen

CN 382332, at New Westminster, B.C., on May 2, 2009, has a small black CN
symbol on a grey body. Some cars in this scheme lack the www.cn.ca lettering. —Mark Forseille

above

below Remarkably, some of these cylindrical cars survived into 2020 with their original
numbers, “Canada” paint and MIL builder's decals. Built in 1982, 38-year-old CN
(ex-CNWX) 109466 was in service at North Vancouver, B.C., on October 20. —Al Lill
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CN 382625 was repainted with a red-brown carbody and white lettering,
including a small CN symbol and www.cn.ca lettering below it, sometime before being
photographed at Kerwood, Ont., on November 1, 2016. —Don McQueen

above

The CNRHA chose
CN’s white and red
livery for its customized
limited-edition models of
the MIL cylindrical cars.

left

—Darrell Sawyer, PWRS

The Richardson Pioneer elevator at Mollard, Man., on the Central Manitoba Railway
(a former CN branch), is an example of a modern grain facility employing concrete
structures, which can generate large volumes of traffic. Visible in this May 2020 view are a
variety of grain covered hoppers including numerous cylindrical cars. —Steve Boyko drone photo

below
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Next-generation grain cars
		 The 100-ton cylindrical grain cars are
being phased out not just because of their
age, but also because more modern cars
can carry more grain in a shorter coupled
length. The newer cars allow for increased
capacity for a given train length to be
accommodated on loop tracks at loading
and unloading facilities and in passing sidings enroute.
		 A follow-up article will cover the newer
higher-capacity cars and some of the new
and expanded grain elevators and marine
terminals served by CN.
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